Abstract This paper presents an important phase of our new approach for summarizing the given Vietnamese paragraph. The central of this phase is an algorithm for computing verbal relationships in the process of generating the Vietnamese paragraph from the logical expression of discourse representation structure (DRS), which is the first-order logic expressions without explicit quantifiers, and represents the meaning as well as reflects the potential contexts of a given discourse or a sequence of sentences. By defining elements to describe the appropriate information in each predicate of the logical expression (or can be called "DRS-conditions"), the algorithm is based on in turn considering three consecutive predicates in a logical expression for determining: the relationship between the first and second sentence, the relationship between the second and third sentence, and the priority when comparing these two relationships. The evaluation achieves two given criteria: the semantic completeness of summarization, and the natural quality of new reduced paragraph.
Introduction
In general, the study of transforming a given paragraph to a new summary (Das and Martins [7] , Lloret [20] , Mani and Mayburi [21] , Jezek and Steinberger [13] , Jones [14, 15] ) has to answer three important questions (Jones [14, 15] ): (i) how to represent the meaning of the source paragraph; (ii) how to construct a computing representation form of the destination paragraph by transforming the source computing representation form; (iii) how to transform the destination computing representation form into the complete paragraph. These lead to two main approach directions: (i) extract some sentences which have highest benchmarks to produce the summary-this direction is called "extraction"; (ii) construct a summary based on understanding the meaning of the source paragraph-this direction is called "abstraction".
Follow the idea of "abstraction", this paper addresses an important problem in our new approach for summarizing the given Vietnamese paragraph having more than two simple sentences: generate the new reduced Vietnamese paragraph from the logical expression of discourse representation structure (DRS) (Kamp [16] , Covington and Schmitz [5] , Covington et al. [6] , Blackburn and Bos [1] )-under the form of expressions without explicit quantifiers in firstorder logic (FOL). To limit the scope of this article, we assume that there were the methods for mapping the original paragraphs to the logical expressions encodings of their meanings (Zettlemoyer and Collins [34, 35] ). Using the logical expression representing the semantic of the paragraph, our objective is to propose a solution for transforming this logical expression into a new reduced complete Vietnamese paragraph.
As an example, consider the following original Vietnamese paragraph consisting of four simple sentences: In the logical expression, in which two representation forms are equivalent, the DRS form represents the meaning as well as reflects the context change potential of the given discourse. The FOL form is used for expressing the semantic for DRS form. In the above case, the logical expression represents:
• Instances "lan", "con trai" (the son) and " -diê ĳ m cao" (high mark) by predicates which associated with variables x, y and z: lan (x), con_trai (y), -diê ĳ m_cao (z).
• Actions and states of these instances through predicates which associated with variables x, y, z appropriately:
The considered objects in this research are complete logical expressions encoding the semantics of Vietnamese paragraphs. The heart of the proposed solution is an algorithm that auto generates the new reduced Vietnamese paragraph from the logical expression. With the given requirement that the generated paragraph has to satisfy the universality in common Vietnamese communication, our algorithm in turn considers three consecutive predicates representing actions and states of instances. The algorithm compares two predicate pairs [predicate (1), predicate (2)] and [predicate (2), predicate (3)] in considered three predicates based on the sustainable priority factor which proposed by us. The pair having the higher priority will be used for generating the syntactic structure of a new Vietnamese sentence, then combined with lexicons for completing. The remaining predicate is handled in two ways: re-create the original Vietnamese sentence or combine consideration with next two predicates in the logical expression. The algorithm is performed based on our assumption that a paragraph has the natural quality if each sentence in this has the natural quality.
To evaluate the effectiveness of the generating solution in this study, we establish two criteria: (i) the first criteria is the semantic completeness-in the sense of the generated paragraph has the content which correctly summarizes the meaning of the source paragraph; (ii) the second criteria is the natural quality-in the sense of each sentence in the generated paragraph has the native form of Vietnamese usage.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 provides a literature review of abstraction summarization direction. Section 3 presents an overview of our works with the new approach based on abstraction direction. The main content in Sect. 4 is about the heart of our solution which is the algorithm of computing verbal relationships for generating the new reduced Vietnamese paragraph. Next, in Sect. 5, we describe the experiment and indicate some analysis according to the results. Finally, Sect. 6 concludes this paper and presents future research directions.
Abstraction summarization literature review
Generally, the methods in abstraction direction can be classified into two categories (Kasture et al. [17] , Khan and Salim [18] , Saranyamol and Sindhu [25] ): (i) structured based in which the researcher tried to determine the most important content using some structures such as tree, template, ontology, …; (ii) semantic based in which the authors introduced some methods in natural language generation (NLG) to make the semantic representation.
Structured-based approach

Tree-based method
Researchers following this method illustrated the content of given document using a dependency tree. This method is often applied for summarizing multi-documents.
Barzilay et al. [2] proposed a solution in which firstly they preprocessed the similar sentences in some news articles. Then, a theme intersection algorithm had been used for determining the common phrases which will be transferred to FUF/SURGE language generator so that the new summary sentences were created. Although using a language generator help for reducing repetitions and increasing fluency, there was lacking in the context in which similar sentences in different document appeared while determining the intersected phrase.
In another research, Barzilay and McKeown [3] worked on sentence fusion by integrating information in overlapping sentences. Firstly, they analyzed the sentences and illustrated by the dependency trees. They determined the centroid of these trees to build a main tree and then augmented with the sub-trees of other sentences. The main drawback of this approach is that a complete model to present the abstract representation of selected content was not proposed.
Template-based method
In this approach, the researcher built a template which is text snippets to represent the given documents and generate the summary. They applied rules in an Information Extraction system (Harabagiu and Lacatusu [12] ) to extract information from multiple documents. This information was used to fill the template and then generate coherent, informative multi-document summaries. The limitation of this approach is that it requires the summary sentences that are already present in the source documents and cannot identify the similar and different information across multiple documents.
Ontology-based method
Applying ontology, especially fuzzy ontology, to improve the process of summarization is one of the most interesting method. This helps for handling the uncertain data and well summarizing documents on websites which have own knowledge structure. However, because the domain experts had to make a lot of effort to define dictionary and news corpus, up to now, this approach is limited to Chinese news (Lee et al. [19] ).
Lead and body phrase method
Studies in this approach focused on rewriting the lead sentence using inserting and substituting phrases in the lead and body sentences which have same syntactic head chunk. Tanaka et al. [26] proposed a method following this approach in broadcast news. They determined the maximum phrases of each same chunk in the lead and body sentences. The substitution and insertion operations were applied to these phrase in order to revise the lead sentence. By using this method, they could find the semantically appropriate revisions. However, similar to other structure-based methods, it is the lack of a complete model.
Rule-based method
Genest and Lapalme [8] presented a method with three main modules: (i) information extraction determined several candidate rules for each aspect of verbs and nouns; (ii) content selection selected the best rule for each aspect; (iii) summary generation formed the output text using generation patterns. With this method, the researchers created summaries with greater information. On the other hand, they had to make a lot of effort to manually write all the rules and patterns.
Semantic-based approach
Multimodal semantic model
A framework was proposed by Greenbacker [10] for generating abstractive summary with three main steps: (i) they used ontology to build a semantic model representing the contents of multimodal documents; (ii) the metric rated the concepts in ontology with several factors such as the completeness of attributes, the number of relationships with other concepts, …; (iii) the generator built the summary with the most important concepts. The idea of producing the abstract summary is the most important distribution of this framework, because it includes salient textual and graphical content. One point that needs to be deeply researched is that the evaluation for this framework is manually handled by human.
Information item-based method
Another research in multi-document abstraction summarization worked by Genest and Lapalme [9] focuses on generating the summary from the abstract representation of original documents called information item. They introduced a framework for summarizing with main modules: (i) information item retrieval module parsed source text and extracted subjects of verb and objects; (ii) sentence generation module creates a new sentence; (iii) sentence selection module evaluated the generated sentences generated with appropriate score; (iv) summary generation module combined highly scored generated sentences with information about dates and location to construct the whole summary.
Although the summary is short, coherent, information rich and less redundant, there are some limitations in this method: some information items which are difficult for creating meaningful and grammatical sentences can be eliminated; in information item retrieval module, if the parser could not parse correctly the syntactic tree, then the linguistic quality of summaries is low.
Semantic graph-based method
Moawad and Aref [22] constructed a semantic graph called rich semantic graph to represent the semantic of source document. This graph was then reduced using some heuristic rules and transformed to the abstractive summary. The output summary of this method could be concise, coherent and less redundant. However, this method lacked of knowledge about linguistic theories, then the summary may be not grammatically and naturally correct in applied languages. The first three sets help for specifying understanding the meaning of the original paragraph-set of lexical information representations, set of inner relationships of each sentence, set of intersentential relationships between each pair of consecutive sentences; the last set helps for specifying generating the new paragraph-this set contains syntactic structures of sentences of the summary. The foundation of this model is the hypotheses about four types of inter-sentential relationships between each pair of consecutive sentences in the original paragraph: objective, cause, consequence, concurrence. Implementing and applying model VRBCM, focusing on the phase of transforming the source representation form to summary, we based on considering objective and consequence inter-relationships between two sentences to propose in [27] [28] [29] 33 ] methods and techniques to summarize some pair types of Vietnamese sentences having suitable characteristics.
At the phase of understanding the meaning of the source pair of Vietnamese sentences, we proposed in [31, 32] strategies for resolving the ambiguity when considering inter-anaphoric pronouns appearing in some pair types of Vietnamese sentences having special characteristics.
Generation of summarizing paragraphs
In this section, we present the heart of our solution which is the algorithm of computing verbal relationships for generating the new reduced Vietnamese paragraph. The input of the algorithm is predicates representing actions or states in the logical expression. The main idea of the algorithm is to consider, in turn, three consecutive predicates, determine the pair of predicates having the higher relationship priority and generate the syntactic structure of the new Vietnamese sentence based on the relationship of this pair. Thus, at a high level, the algorithm will involve the following three sub-problems:
• Determine predicates representing actions or states.
• Generate the syntactic structure of the new Vietnamese sentence based on the relationship of one pair of predicates.
• Determine the relationship priority in comparison between two pairs of predicates.
In the remainder of this section, we describe an overall strategy for these three problems. Section 4.1 presents the characteristic structure of one predicate which is defined for this research and the algorithm for selecting predicates representing actions or states. In Sect. 4.2, we synthesize relationship types between two predicates representing actions or states based on considering the characteristic structure. Also in this section, corresponding to each relationship type, we present constructing the syntactic structure of the new Vietnamese sentence. Finally, in Sect. 4.3, we present handling the third problem and describe in general the algorithm for generating the new Vietnamese paragraph.
Predicate characteristic structure
In this research, we limit the consideration of action or state sentences. The verbs indicating actions or states belong to one of the four categories with meanings (based on the categorization in theory functional grammar [4,11]):
• The first category is called action "intransitive". The verbs belonging to this category indicate an action which associates to only one actor.
• The second category is called action "transitive". The verbs belonging to this category indicate an action which associates to one actor and one goal.
• The third category is called state "status". The verbs belonging to this category indicate existing temporary status of a subject.
• The forth category is called state "property". The verbs belonging to this category indicate a property inside a subject. Fig. 1 The characteristic structure of a predicate in the logical expression Based on the above categorization, we define the characteristic structure of a predicate in the logical expression composing components in Fig. 1 Apply Algorithm 1 for predicates in the logical expression in Fig. 1 , we obtain the result with two lists O_List and AS_List:
• O_List: lan, con_trai, -diê ĳ m_cao.
• AS_List: vui_ve ĳ , ho . c_cùng,khoái_chí, được.
Predicate relationships and sentence structure generation
The main content of this section is to present establishing the assumption about relationship types between two predicates representing actions or states. Therefrom, we present generated syntactic structures of new Vietnamese sentences suitable for each relationship type. The main idea for implementing is based on the verbal categorization in Sect. 4.1. An important requirement in this study is that the generated paragraph has to satisfy the universality in common Vietnamese communication. We accept that in order to meet this requirement, each generated Vietnamese sentence has to satisfy the universality. Generating the new sentence having this characteristic needs to be based on considering relationships in a certain context between two original sentences. In this research, our solution is to establish an order prior-ity for considering predicates representing actions or states. Therefrom, we propose relationship types between pairs of predicates which represent relationships between original pairs of sentences.
According to categorizing verbs indicating actions or states in Sect. 4.1, we assume a considering order priority. The basis for establishing the assumption is based on the sustainable level in the context: if the sustainable level is longer, then the considering priority is lower. Concretely, the order priority of each verbal category is as follows:
• Verbs indicating state status take the highest considering priority is (1).
• Next, verbs indicating action intransitive and action transitive in turn take the considering priority are (2) In Table 1 , we synthesize all cases of these four relationship types:
We generate the syntactic structure of the new reduced Vietnamese sentence for each pair of predicates representing actions or states (Pas i -Pas j ) based on each relationship type in Table 1 . The main idea for implementing consists of the following main steps:
• Step 1 In turn determine predicates representing instances which have the relationship with each predicate Pas i and Pas j . The relationship here is understood that component S_Index in the predicate indicating instance takes the value which is identical with the value of component S_Index or O_Index of Pas i or Pas j . Therefrom, construct two syntactic structures according to Pas i and Pas j . Each this syntactic structure is the structure of one sentence in the source paragraph and belongs to one of two form:
• Case 1 Component 2nd_Cat of predicate representing action or state Pas takes value "transitive". There are two predicates representing instance which are 
(2) (1)
iv Pas i and Pas j occur simultaneously
(1) (1)
Po1(x) and Po2(y) which have the relationship with Pas. The structure form is:
Form_1 := Po1(x) + Pas(x, y) + Po2(y)
• Case 2 Component 2nd_Cat of predicate representing action or state Pas takes other values. There is one predicate representing instance which is Po1(x) which have the relationship with Pas. The structure form is:
Form_2 := Po1(x) + Pas(x, y).
• Step 2 Merge two syntactic structures according to Pas i and Pas j to construct the syntactic structure of the new reduced Vietnamese sentence. The merging rule consists of the following steps:
• Step 2.1 Add elements in the syntactic structure according to Pas i into the new structure.
• Step 2.2 Add the relationship factor belonging to one of relationship types in Table 1 into the new structure.
• Step 2.3 Determine the context is active or passive voice for the syntactic structure according to Pas j .
• Step 2.4 Add elements in the syntactic structure according to Pas j into the new structure. 
Perform step 1 and step 2, we synthesize syntactic structure forms of new Vietnamese sentences according to each relationship type in Table 1: • Relationship type i (Table 2) • Relationship type ii (Table 8) • Relationship type iii (Table 3) • Relationship type iv (Table 4 ).
The Vietnamese paragraph generation algorithm
The algorithm for generating the new reduced Vietnamese paragraph takes the input as two lists: AS_List contains predicates representing actions or states and O_List contains predicates representing instances (described in Sect. 4.1). The output of the algorithm is an ordered list S_StructureList containing syntactic structures of sentences in the new paragraph. At all stages, the algorithm considers three consecutive predicates 
and (Pas i -Pas i+1 ) and generates the syntactic structure of the new Vietnamese sentence for the pair having higher priority.
With the remaining predicate, the algorithm performs one of two ways: (i) construct the syntactic structure according to this predicate-is the structure of one sentence in the original paragraph; or (ii) consider this predicate with two next predicates in AS_List. Based on classifying relationship types in Table 1, • The priority of (Pas i−1 -Pas i ) is higher than the priority of (Pas i -Pas i+1 ) ( 
• The priority of (Pas i−1 -Pas i ) is lower than the priority of (Pas i -Pas i+1 ) ( Table 6 ).
The algorithm for generating S_StructureList concretely as follows:
In Algorithm 2, there are three important functions:
• Function check_inter − sentential_anapho ric_pronoun(P x , P y ) is performed to examine the inter-sentential anaphoric pronoun relationship between two sentences. This function returns TRUE if there is one in four cases:
• Component S_Index in P x takes the value which is identical with the value of component S_Index in P y .
• Component S_Index in P x takes the value which is identical with the value of component O_Index in P y .
• Component O_Index in P x takes the value which is identical with the value of component S_Index in P y .
• Component O_Index in P x takes the value which is identical with the value of component O_Index in P y .
• Function summarize(P x , P y ) generates the syntactic structure of the new Vietnamese sentence for pair of predicates P x , P y .
• Function re_create(P x ) constructs the syntactic structure according to predicate P x .
To complete the new reduced Vietnamese paragraph, we replace syntactic structures by appropriate lexicon set with the following general algorithm:
In this research, we use the Vietnamese lexicon set suitable for each relationship type in Table 1 as follows:
• Relationship type i : " -dê ĳ " (English: for).
• Relationship type ii : "vì" (English: because/because of).
• Relationship type iii : "nên" (English: so).
• Relationship type iv : "và" (English: and).
Apply Algorithm 2 for O_List and AS_List containing predicates of the logical expression in Sect. 1 (described in Sect. 4.1) as follows:
• n = |AS_List| → 4; • i = 2 < n;
• Consider three predicates:
• P 1 = vui_ve ĳ (x, state, status)
• P 2 = ho . c_cúng (x, y, action, transitive)
• P 3 = khoái_chí (y, state, status).
• Check inter-sentential anaphoric pronoun:
• C_IAP_1 = TRUE because component S_Index in P 1 takes the value which is identical with the value of component S_Index in P 2 . 
• C_IAP_2 = TRUE because component O_Index in P 2 takes the value which is identical with the value of component S_Index in P 3 .
• According to Table 7 : level_priority(P 1 , P 2 ) = level_priority(P 2 , P 3 ).
• new_structure = summarize(P 1 , P 2 ).
• According to Table 8 :
• Put new_structure into S_StructureList;
• i = 4 = n;
• Consider two predicates:
• P 3 = khoái_chí (y, state, status)
• P 4 = được (y, z, action, transitive).
• C_IAP = TRUE because component S_Index in P 3 takes the value which is identical with the value of component S_Index in P 4 .
• new_structure = summarize(P 3 , P 4 ).
• Apply Algorithm 3, we obtain the result is the new reduced Vietnamese paragraph:
"Lan vui ve ĳ vì ho . c cùng con trai. Con trai khoái chí vì được điểm cao." (English: "Lan is happy because of studying with the son. The son is overjoyed because of taking high mark."). • The first criterion is the semantic correctness with two marks: 1-correctness; 0-not correctness. This criterion is evaluated based on manually considering that the new reduced paragraph correctly summarizes the meaning of the original paragraph or not.
• The second criteria are the universality in Vietnamese with three marks: 2-universality if every sentences in the new reduced paragraph have the universality; 1-acceptable if there is one sentence in the new reduced paragraph which does not totally have the universality; 0-do not have the universality when there are two or more sentences which do not have the universality.
Based on these two criteria, we built the testing data set consisting of Vietnamese paragraphs according to the rule with the following points:
• Each paragraph is composed of 3-5 Vietnamese sentences having simple structure.
• If there are three or more consecutive sentences in which each pair of sentences does not have the inter-sentential anaphoric pronoun relationship, then the paragraph is fairly trivial to summary. Therefore, we require at least at the second and the forth sentence there are the occurrences of the anaphoric pronouns.
With the above rule, we collected 500 Vietnamese paragraphs and constructed 500 logical expressions for testing. The results are presented in Table 9 as follows: Analyzing the results in Table 9 , we see that
• With the central is Algorithm 2, the solution showed the effectiveness in generating new reduced paragraphs which satisfy the above criteria.
• There are some limitations with causes:
• Because there is no additional factor showing the context about space and time in which the fact happened, therefore, we determined the inter-sentential relationships based on the assumption in Sect. 2.2. This leads to the generated paragraph may not have totally semantic correctness or universality in a reality context. • In some logical expressions, there are predicates representing actions or states which have component S_Index or O_Index taking the value which does not indicate the correct object. This leads to cannot generate or the new generated paragraph does not have the semantic correctness.
These limitations will become our main objectives in the next researches.
Discussion and conclusion
In this paper, we presented the algorithm of generating the new reduced Vietnamese paragraph from the logical expression of DRS encoding the semantics of the source paragraph. This algorithm computes the verbal relationships between related sentences, based on the proposed assumptions. The experiment shows that the quality of new summarization paragraphs is enhanced and considerably conformable to Vietnamese native speakers.
We also pointed out some limitations of this solution. These limitations will be studied and overcome in future researches, focused on following main points: consider paragraphs having more complex structure, and try to find other assumptions which are more universal in Vietnamese.
